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Multifamily sale transactions in 
the Buffalo metropolitan area rose 
to $57 million in 2011, near double 
the 2010 level, but still below the 
2006 market high of $198 million.  
These volumes fall far short of the 
levels needed to attract institutional 
investors and the area is dominated 
by local and regional players. Any 
sizable investment quality units 
draw immediate attention. Activity 
is still increasing with first quarter 
of 2012 apartment sales totaling $25 
million as the gap between buyer 
and seller expectations continues 
to narrow; the sellers are winning. 
Submarkets such as North Buffalo, 
West Seneca, and Lockport are 
now approaching $50,000 per 
unit. Investors are focused on the 
discount offered to replacement 
value and an immediate return 
greater than offered by banks or 
fixed income investments. Cap 
rates still far exceed mortgage 
interest rates producing near 
double digit year one cash on cash 
returns.

The 156 unit Linda Lane 
A p a r t m e n t s  i n  s u b u r b a n 
Cheektowaga sold for $4.5 million 
at an 8.8% cap rate. The property 
imposes income restrictions on 
potential tenants and the sale was 
recorded at a below average $29,000 
per unit. The 1950 brick garden 
apartment complex rents a 425 s/f. 
one-bedroom apartment starting at 
$565 and a 650 s/f two-bedroom 
apartment starting at $598. Two-
bedroom apartments renting for 
$.98 per s/f per month are typical 
for existing garden complexes. 

Reis Inc., a New York research 
firm, publishes the average monthly 
rent for the Buffalo market as 
$1,182 for Class A properties and 
$704 for Class B/C properties; 
and 2011 annual rent growth as 
3.34% for Class A and 2.14% for 
Class B/C. Although lower than 
the more popular coastal markets 
these figures are impressive for 
a mature market as there was no 
sharp decline in rent levels here 
during the recession as elsewhere. 
Even with the prospects for healthy 
rent growth developers have made 
little progress in adding new supply, 
privately financed new market rate 
developments have recently totaled 
no more than a few hundred per year 

scattered in smaller complexes, 
hardly making a dent in the 55,000 
unit market. Traditional bank 
construction loan terms remain 
onerous.   

Larger developments require 
subsidies and incentives. Major 
construction projects underway in 
Buffalo include Liberty Affordable 
Housing’s renovation of the 206 
unit Maryner Towers using $15.5 
million ($75,000 per apartment) 
in aid from New York State’s new 
Excelsior economic development 
program. The turn of the century 
historic Lafayette Hotel in the 
CBD will be remodeled into 115 
apartments and a 34 room hotel. 
Typical of the financing for such 

a development the $46 million 
project utilizes the sale of tax 
credits through New York state’s 
historic preservation tax credit 
program to raise equity capital. 
Additional incentives include $2 
million in sales and mortgage tax 
breaks from the Erie County IDA 
plus as yet to be specified property 
tax breaks, and $800,000 from the 
Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency. 

The 800 to 1,000 s/f apartments 
will rent in the $900 to $1,000 per 
month range. Tenants have shown 
a strong interest in renting the new 
downtown units that have opened 
in the last few years; but as yet 
unknown is how big a premium to 
existing rents they are able to pay 
to do so. 

Investor sentiment will continue 
to improve this year; driving the 

market will be strengthening rents 
and occupancy, and increasing 
prices. Pockets of opportunity exist 
in any given apartment market 
today. Large national multifamily 
firms follow population growth 
and buyers here don’t have to deal 
with these competitors. Local 
players with their valuable “on-the-
ground” operations experience will 
find they have the neighborhood 
by neighborhood intelligence to 
identify any number of profitable 
investment possibilities. 

Multifamily sale transactions in the Buffalo 
metropolitan area rose to $57 million in 2011, near 
double the 2010 level, but still below the 2006 
market high of $198 million.
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